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Background Story
Not long ago, humankind began to look past our bases on Mars and Europa
for a new home. We sent out rockets to explore a universe we barely knew
anything about. Contact was lost with most of them, but a few sent back the
locations of habitable exoplanets. Our four Earth Coalitions each sent out
terraforming spaceships. Some of these were also lost due to forces or
phenomena... or perhaps agents... unknown.

Captain’s Log, December 19, 2277

I am honoured to announce that we have nearly won the race. Upon reaching
orbit at Epsilon Franklin-10c, the bridge crew and I became the first humans
in history to gaze upon an exoplanet with our own eyes.
 
Speaking of eyes, I pretended not to notice Commander Konczal trying to
subtly wipe a tear from hers while we were all staring out the viewport. I
probably should have called her on it; it may have stopped her little speech.



Don't get me wrong, I'm proud of what I, scratch that, what we’ve
accomplished, and she is an excellent First Officer, but I did find her gushing
words, "Without your guidance and bravery we would have all perished," a
trifle embarrassing. The bridge crew applauding afterward, though, is what I
think caused my "Captain Face" to finally slip. I tried to yell triumphantly,
"We've done it!" but it came out more like a croaking gurgle. 
 
Well, at least I wasn't the only one choked up, and discipline appears intact
so far. Anyway, the first landing parties are enroute, and will debark within
the hour. I'm jealous.
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For

Camille, William & Tim Rhodes

Mars is the fourth planet from
the Sun and the second-smallest planet
in the Solar System after Mercury. In
English, Mars carries a name of
the Roman god of war, and is often
referred to as the "Red Planet” because
the iron oxide prevalent on its surface
gives it a reddish appearance that is
distinctive and visible to the naked eye.

For

Jesus Rios Jr

Pillars of Creation is an image taken by
the Hubble Space Telescope of elephant
trunks of interstellar gas and dust in
the Eagle Nebula, some 6,500 –
7,000 light years from Earth. They are so
named because the gas and dust are in
the process of creating new stars, while
also being eroded by the light from
nearby stars that have recently formed.



Objective
The aim of the game is to explore the universe with your rocket to find an
exoplanet and then send a spaceship there.
 
You do this by picking up cards to firstly build your rocket. Play your cards
wisely to unveil the universe and choose to keep your knowledge a secret or
reveal the wonders of the universe to everybody. Move your rocket around
the universe manipulating its secrets to your advantage whilst watching out
for black holes. 
 
Once somebody discovers an exoplanet, the race is on!
 
Purchase your spaceship and be the first to land on your exoplanet to win the
game but watch out as your opponents will be trying to thwart you at every
step.
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Component list
80 yellow, green, red and blue Universe and
Exoplanet Cards. Only spacecraft with the same
colour as the card can move onto the card for free.
Spacecraft of a different colour can move onto the
card if the player discards that colour card from their
hand.

Spacecraft cannot move onto or
past a black hole (8 cards). Any
colour spacecraft can move onto
a purple wildcard (8 cards) or if
the wildcard is in your hand it can
be used in place of any colour
card.



Component list cont...

At the beginning of the game you purchase your rocket (4
rockets included) by trading in 4 of the same colour cards
as the rocket.

Players can only purchase spaceships (4
spaceships included) after the first exoplanet is
revealed. To purchase a spaceship, players trade
in 4 of the same colour cards as their rocket.

Alternative rule: for a faster game, players can choose their colour rocket
at the beginning of the game for free. You can also decide if spaceships
are free to purchase too.
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Set Up

For your first game, set out 28
Universe Cards and 4 Exoplanet
Cards face down (as illustrated).
Shuffle and then deal four face down
universe cards to each player. The
rest of the cards form the deck.

Turn the top two universe cards
from the deck face up and place
them side by side with the rest of
the deck.
 
Each player turns any two
universe cards of their choice face
up.



Game Play

The youngest person starts and on your turn you choose to either Research
or Explore. You cannot do both.
 
The handy Help Card will remind you of the actions you can take if you
Research or Explore.
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Research

1. Pick up cards
 
a. choose the face down top card from the deck
 

OR 
 

b. pick up one of the face up cards next to the deck
(and replace it with another card from the deck)
 
Repeat this so you have picked up two new cards in total.
 
2. Play cards - you can then play as many cards in your hand as desired
each turn. Cards can be used to do as many actions as you wish.
 
3. Discard cards - you can only have a maximum of four cards in your hand
at the end of your turn so play or discard any cards until you are left with four
or less. Play now moves to the next person.
 



Playing cards
Buy a rocket - Trade in a total of four cards of the same colour to buy a
rocket of that colour. Once Exoplanets are revealed, from this point onwards
anybody can trade in four cards of the same colour as their rocket to buy a
spaceship of that colour.
 

Reveal the Universe  - Trade in 2 cards of different colours to take a
personal peek at any unrevealed Universe Card (except Exoplanet Cards) or
you can turn it over and reveal it to everybody if you wish.
 

Change the Universe  - You can play 3 of the same colour cards to change
the universe. To do this, remove any ‘revealed’ card from the universe that
doesn’t have a spacecraft on it (including black hole cards) and lay down one
of the coloured cards you are trading in (discarding the rest of the cards) in
it’s place. You can’t change ‘unrevealed’ Universe Cards.
 

Black Holes -  Black Hole cards can be played on top of any ‘revealed’ card
in the universe that doesn’t have spacecraft on it to stop your opponents from
advancing.
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For

Bob, Jill & Joe Konczal

The Veil Nebula is a cloud of heated and
ionized gas and dust in the constellation
Cygnus. The source supernova was a
star 20 times more massive than the
Sun, which exploded around 8,000 years
ago. It was discovered in 1784 by
William Herschel and in John Carpenters
1974 movie, Dark Star, the spaceship
crew were “en route to the Veil Nebula”

For

Hank Przybylowicz

Neptune is the eighth and farthest
known planet from the Sun in the Solar
System. Because of its great distance
from the Sun, Neptune's outer
atmosphere is one of the coldest places
in the Solar System. It has 14 moons, the
largest being Triton and its atmosphere is
composed primarily of hydrogen and
helium, whilst its interior is ice and rock.



For

Ohana watching over you

Also know as Sharpless 2-106, the
image looks like a soaring, celestial snow
angel. The outstretched “wings” of the
nebula show heat and motion against the
backdrop of a colder medium. 
It measures several light-years in length
and lies nearly 2,000 light-years from us
in a relatively isolated region of
the Milky Way.

For

Circulari / Ruined Sky Games

UGC 1382 is a galaxy that had originally
been thought to be old, small and typical.
Now it's been discovered that the galaxy
is 10 times bigger than previously
thought and, unlike most galaxies, its
insides are younger than its outsides,
almost as if it had been built using spare
parts. Hence its other name, the
'Frankenstein Galaxy'



Explore

1.   Play cards – Reminder: you cannot pick up cards (Research) if you
intend to explore this turn.
 

2.   Explore - move your spacecraft onto a ‘revealed’ or ‘unrevealed’
universe card on the first row of the board. If you move onto an ‘unrevealed’
card then the card is turned over and ‘revealed’.



Explore cont...

If the universe card is the same colour as your spacecraft (or it is a wild card)
then you can move onto the Universe Card.  Alternatively, if you have that
colour card (or a wild card) in your hand, you can move onto the universe
card by discarding that card.

In this example, the red rocket can move onto the red card (same colour), the
purple wild card or the green card (by discarding the green card in their
hand). Red cannot move onto the yellow card.
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Explore cont...

You can keep moving
your spacecraft as many
spaces forwards,
sideways or backwards
(not diagonally) as is
possible by discarding
cards.

In this example, red
can move onto the
purple wildcard, then
the red card (same
colour as their rocket)
and finally the green card (by
discarding the green card in their
hand).



Explore cont...

You can stop moving when you want however if you reveal a card and you
don’t have the same colour card in your hand (or it is a black hole) then your
spacecraft is destroyed and taken off the universe until your next go.

In this example, red made the decision to move forward (without knowing
what the card would be) and revealed a black hole. Red’s rocket is
destroyed. Any spacecraft that are destroyed are taken off the universe and
returned to the player. The spacecraft can be placed again on the first row of
Universe Cards next turn without the need to buy a new one.
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Other rules

Each player can only own one colour rocket or spaceship.
Wild cards act as any colour you wish and are used like any other card.
Spacecraft can travel past other spacecraft as long as they do not end
their turn on the same universe card.
You cannot move across other exoplanets to get to your colour exoplanet.

In this example,
Red could move
all the way to the
green card but it
can’t stop on the
same card as
another player.



For

Christopher Cotto

Bodes Galaxy, also known as M81, is
a spiral galaxy in Ursa Major (The Great
Bear) about 12 million light-years away.
It has a diameter about half the size of
the Milky Way and was discovered in
1774. M81 can be viewed easily
using binoculars and in the fictional Star
Fleet Universe, M81 is the home galaxy
for a number of star-faring species.

For

Brent "Railershy" Warburton

The Horsehead Nebula is a small dark
nebula in the constellation Orion. It is
approximately 1400 light years from
Earth and was discovered in 1888. In
The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy
(1979), novel by Douglas Adams,
Galactic President Zaphod Beeblebrox
and his companion Trillian aim for the
Horsehead Nebula, in their spaceship.



Winning

When the first rocket moves onto any of the cards on the row beneath the
exoplanets then all the Exoplanet Cards are revealed. 
 

Each rocket then needs to make its way to its own colour Exoplanet.

In this example, Red
moved onto the row
beneath the exoplanets
and all the Exoplanet
Cards have been revealed.
Red needs to now travel
across the unrevealed
universe cards to get to the
red exoplanet.



Winning cont...
Once exoplanets are revealed, any player can now buy a spaceship of their
own colour at any time, by trading in 4 of the same colour cards as their rocket.
 

Once your rocket lands on your exoplanet, your turn ends. Next turn, if you
have bought a spaceship, place it on the first row and you can move your
spaceship forward if you can. 
 

Once you move your spaceship onto the same Exoplanet Card as your rocket
then you colonize the exoplanet and win the game!

 

In the example, Red has
moved both the rocket and
spaceship onto the red
exoplanet and so is the
winner!
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For

Ian Taylor

The Butterfly Nebula is a bipolar
planetary nebula in the constellation
Scorpius. The nebula featured in some of
the first images released by the Hubble
Space Telescope in September 2009.
The structure in the nebula is among the
most complex ever observed in planetary
nebulae and its central star is one of the
hottest stars known.

For

Mum & Dad

Titan is the largest moon of Saturn. It is
50% larger than Earth's moon with an
atmosphere largely of nitrogen and
surface features similar to those of Earth,
such as dunes and seas (probably of
liquid methane and ethane). It is often
quoted in popular fiction and in the movie
Oblivion (2013) all humans have left
planet Earth and moved onto Titan.



For

Girls' Games Shelf

The Little gem Nebula is a colourful
bubble of glowing gas. It is a planetary
nebula also know as NGC 6818 in the
constellation of Sagittarius (The Archer),
roughly 6,000 light-years away from us.
The rich glow of the cloud is just over
half a light-year across. This is enormous
compared to its tiny central star however
on a cosmic scale, this distance is tiny!

For

Logan Chops Reviews

Ida lies between the planets Mars and
Jupiter. Its surface appears heavily
cratered and mostly grey. It is covered by
a thick layer of loose debris obscuring the
solid rock beneath and takes just under 5
years to orbit the sun. Ida has a moon
named Dactyl, discovered in images
taken by the Galileo spacecraft during its
flyby in 1993



Alternative set up
The Universe cards can be set up in hundreds of different ways. 
 
See some examples below or why not be creative and make up your own…



Alternative set up cont...
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Solo mode story - 'The Black Hole Blitz'

Captain’s Log, March 8th, 2311

It seems like only yesterday when we had our first mission to land on an
exoplanet. I still get a warm feeling of pride when I look back and think about
how my crew handled the situation. Today, I find we will need that teamwork
once again.
 
Our successful dispersal to the stars was too good to last. Recently, black
hole activity has increased in the Milky Way. Our scientists are baffled as
routes that used to be safe just a few years ago are now too dangerous to
travel. We call it the 'Black Hole Blitz' and it has quarantined much of the
galaxy.
 
Soon, it may prevent us from launching spacecraft at all.



It is imperative we map a safe route through the black holes. We have found
one new planet we are using as a base, away from the crushing gravity
hemming in the rest of the galaxy. We have sent instructions to the other
Earth Coalitions to disperse more humans to three other exoplanets in this
safe zone.
 
We will survive! Won’t we?
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Solo Rules

Set out the universe as per normal but turn over all the cards in the first row
only. If any of the cards next to the draw deck or in your hand are black
holes, shuffle them back into the deck and redraw.
Choose a rocket of any colour to start with and take the four spaceships for
later (you don’t need to buy spaceships in solo mode).



Solo Aim

The aim of the solo game is to first
explore the universe with one rocket.
Once your rocket reaches the row
beneath the exoplanets then all
exoplanets are revealed.
 
Once you land on your colour
exoplanet, all the spaceships become
available (no need to buy them) and
each needs to make its own way to its
exoplanet.
 
The main rule change is that you can
Research and Explore all in the same
turn and when you have all spaceships
in play, you can move as many as you
want each turn in any order.
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Solo Black Holes

Reminder: Black Hole cards are played only on top of ‘revealed’ cards in the
universe that don’t have spacecraft on them.
 

When you pick up cards, as soon as a black hole is taken into your hand or it
is turned over as one of the two face up cards next to the deck, it must be
played into the universe straight away.
 

A black hole card cannot be placed next to another black hole.

 

e.g. black hole can be placed here        but not here



Solo Black Holes cont...

In addition, one card next to the black hole is swallowed up and removed
from the universe.

 

e.g. if the black hole was placed on the green card then you would need to
remove one of the ticked cards from the game.
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Solo End Game

Play continues until either all the spaceships have reached their exoplanets
or the entire deck (and any cards in your hand) has been used.
 
Scoring
 
3 points for each spaceship successfully landed on it’s exoplanet
1 point for each card left in the deck if all spaceships reach their targets
3 bonus points if you can trace one route from Earth to any exoplanet that
isn’t blocked by a black hole
 
Rate yourself
 
3 points      Lose! Humankind unlikely to survive long term
6-9 points   Lose but some human colonies may survive
12 points    Win! Good job, humankind likely to survive
15+ points  Win! You are humankind’s saviour!



A black hole is a region of spacetime exhibiting gravitational acceleration so strong that
nothing can escape from it.
 

A nebula is a giant cloud of dust and gas in space. 
 

A galaxy is a system of millions or billions of stars, together with gas and dust, held
together by gravitational attraction.
 

An exoplanet is a planet which orbits a star outside the solar system. As of October 2019,
there are over 4,100 confirmed exoplanets.
 

A pulsar is a highly magnetized rotating neutron star or white dwarf that emits a beam
of electromagnetic radiation.
 

A dwarf Galaxy is a small galaxy composed of about 100 million up to several billion stars.
 

A barred spiral galaxy is a spiral galaxy with a central bar-shaped structure composed of
stars.
 

A symbiotic binary is a type of binary star system, often simply called a symbiotic star.
They usually contain a white dwarf with a companion red giant.
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Soyuz, is a series of spacecraft designed for the Soviet space program in the 1960s that
remains in service today. 
 

ISS, The International Space Station is a space station in low Earth orbit.
 

Project Gemini was NASA's second human spaceflight program started in 1961 and
concluded in 1966. 
 

The Apollo program ran from 1961 to 1972 and was the third United States human
spaceflight program carried out by NASA, which succeeded in landing the first humans on
the Moon from 1969 to 1972. 
 

This was accomplished on the Apollo 11 mission when astronauts Neil Armstrong and Buzz
Aldrin landed their Apollo Lunar Module on July 20, 1969, and walked on the lunar surface,
while Michael Collins remained in lunar orbit in the command and service module. All three
landed safely on Earth on July 24. 
 

Five subsequent Apollo missions also landed astronauts on the Moon, the last in December
1972. In these six spaceflights, twelve men walked on the Moon.
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Andromeda Galaxy is a spiral galaxy approximately 2.5 million light-years from Earth, and
the nearest major galaxy to the Milky Way.
Ant Nebula is a young bipolar planetary nebula in the constellation Norma.
Cassiopeia A is a supernova remnant in the constellation Cassiopeia.
Colliding Galaxies are galaxies whose gravitational fields result in a disturbance of one
another.
Comet Hartley 2 is a small periodic comet with an orbital period of 6.46 years.
Comet Ison is a sungrazing comet discovered on 21 September 2012.
Crab Nebula is a supernova remnant in the constellation of Taurus. 
Dione is a small moon orbiting Saturn every 2.7 days.
Enceladus is a small ocean world covered in ice orbiting Saturn.
Enterprize Nebula or Enterprise Nebula. We acknowledge there may be a mistake and
this nebula may have been confused with the spider nebula, apologies.
Eskimo Nebula is a bipolar double-shell planetary nebula.
Flame Nebula is an emission nebula in the constellation Orion.
Galaxy 1068 is a barred spiral galaxy about 47 million light-years away in the constellation
Cetus.
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Hand of God Nebula is a pulsar approximately 17,000 light-years away in the constellation
of Circinus.
Hen 2-437 is a Planetary nebula in the constellation Vulpecula.
IRAS 12196-6300 is an emission-line star that lies some 2,300 light-years from Earth in the
southern constellation of Crux. 
Jupiter is the fifth planet from the Sun and the largest in the Solar System.
MACS J0717 is a large galaxy cluster located 5.4 billion light years away in the
constellation Auriga.
Magellanic Clouds are two irregular dwarf galaxies, members of the Local Group and are
orbiting the Milky Way galaxy.
Mercury is the smallest and innermost planet in the Solar System.
Milky Way is the galaxy that contains the Solar System and hence, Earth.
Mimas is a moon of Saturn which was discovered in 1789 by William Herschel.
Moons of Saturn. Saturn has 62 moons.
MS 0735.6+7421 is a galaxy cluster located in the constellation Camelopardalis.
NGC 1333 is a reflection nebula located in the constellation Perseus.
NGC 3724 is in the constellation of the Northman.
NGC 4622 is a face-on unbarred spiral galaxy with a very prominent ring structure located
in the constellation Centaurus.
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NGC 4695 is a galaxy barred spiral located towards the constellation of Ursa.
NGC 4736 is a spiral galaxy in the constellation Canes Venatici.
NGC 4845 is a spiral galaxy located in the constellation Virgo around 47 million light
years away. 
NGC 5055 is a spiral galaxy in the northern constellation of Canes Venatici. 
NGC 5477 is a dwarf galaxy located in the constellation of Ursa Major, 20 million light
 years away from Earth.
NGC 5949 is a dwarf spiral galaxy located about 44 million light years away in the
constellation of Draco.
NGC 6153 is a planetary nebula in the constellation Scorpius.
NGC 6357 is a nebula  in the constellation Scorpius.
NGC 6503 is a field dwarf spiral galaxy located at the edge of a region of space called
 the Local Void.
NGC 6814 is an intermediate spiral galaxy in the constellation Aquila.
NGC 253, also known as the  Silver Dollar Galaxy is an intermediate spiral galaxy.
Orion Nebula is situated in the Milky Way south of Orion's Belt in the constellation of Orion.
Peony Nebula, is a Wolf–Rayet star that is one of several candidates for the
most luminous-known star in the Milky Way.
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PK 329-02.2 is a planetary nebula and is located in the constellation of Norma in the
southern sky.
Red Spider Nebula is a planetary nebula located near the heart of the Milky Way, in the
northwest of the constellation Sagittarius.
Reflection Nebula is a cloud of gas and dust which does not create its own light, but
instead shines by reflecting the light from nearby stars.
Ring Nebula is a planetary nebula in the northern constellation of Lyra.
Rosette Nebula is a large spherical H II region located near one end of a giant molecular
cloud in the Monoceros region of the Milky Way Galaxy. 
Sombrero Galaxy is a lenticular galaxy in the constellation Virgo.
Soul Nebula is an emission nebula located in Cassiopeia. 
Starburst Galaxy is a galaxy undergoing an exceptionally high rate of star formation.
Trifid Nebula is located in Sagittarius and its name means 'divided into three lobes'.
Twin Jet Nebula is a planetary nebula located about 2,100 light-years away from Earth in
the direction of the constellation Ophiuchus.
UGC 12591 is the second most massive spiral galaxy and is located about 400 million light 
 years away from the Earth in the constellation Pegasus.
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UGC 4879 is the most isolated dwarf galaxy in the periphery of the Local Group
V1331 Cyg is a young star in the constellation Cygnus.
Venus is the second planet from the sun and is named after the Roman goddess of love
and beauty.
Westerlund 1 is a compact young super star cluster in the Milky Way galaxy.
Witch Head Nebula. We acknowledge there may be a mistake and this nebula may have
been confused with the Cygnus Loop that includes the Witch’s Broom, apologies.
Wolf-Rayet 31a is a star in the southern constellation of Carina that is surrounded by an
expanding Wolf–Rayet nebula.
WR 124 & M1-67. WR 124 is a Wolf–Rayet star in the constellation of Sagitta surrounded
by a ring nebula of expelled material known as M1-67.
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